
MEETING 28 AGENDA: 
 
Call to Order   UPAMD Power Subgroup meeting – Paul Panepinto   5pm Pacific 17 Nov 2011 

I.       Introductions/Attendance 
 
 

II.      Approval of 11/17 /2011 Power Subgroup Agenda 
  Bob Motion, Edgar Seconded. 

 
 

III.      Presentation of 11/03/2011 Power Subgroup Meeting 27 Minutes 
  Edgar Approved, Bob Seconded. 

 
IV.       IEEE Call for Patents. See 

https://development.standards.ieee.org/myproject/Public/mytools/mob/slideset.pdf   
 

V.  Review of the current draft of the spec 
1. What's defined for power? 

Voltage and current limits for probe power, communications power, operating 
power (modes of operating power - non-communicating device 21V @ 1A max, 
smart device that negotiates power.) 
Initialization message is followed by the Power Available message, then Power 
Request message. 
 
No other messages needed or functionality needed for normal operation.  The 
system guarantees through existing definitions that low-energy power is 
provided during connection and disconnect. 
 
If communication stops post power negotiation, we discussed what we should 
do.  Options considered include keeping power levels at the last communicated 
request level or dropping down to 21V @ 1A max.  Another option considered 
is to have a status bit that tells the power supply what to do if comms goes away.  
We decided it is best simply to drop to the non-communicating device power 
mode. 
 
If we lose communication with a device, it can automatically default to the 
lowest priority.  You cannot negotiate with it.  Can you remove power to give to 
a higher priority device that may connect subsequently?  May need to define a 
default behavior, but may also need a way to override the default settings. 
 
ACTION: Define to be default power of 21V @ 1A anytime comms is lost.  
Drop Request priority to lowest level.  Keep Application Priority the same 
as last communicated. 
 
 



REQUIREMENTS FOR A COMMUNICATING POWER ADAPTER: 
 

1. Must supply a state table if requested - and that implies handling the data 
transfer protocol which can be more than 8 bytes as well as span multiple 
hops.  Required. 
 

2. Must support the full data communications protocol inclusive of multi-
hop data transfer protocol.  Required. 
 

2. What remains to be defined? 
Not immediately obvious.  With respect to power, we cannot identify missing 
and necessary features.  Do we need to put some requirements on efficiency? 
 

3. What's not expected to be part of the spec, but needs to be considered to support 
vendor functionality? 
 
The commands fall into 2 categories: those that probe/query and those that 
command a change. 
 

• Probe system (does not require security) 
• Action - command a change (does require security) 

o Cannot turn someone off without secure authentication and 
authorization, for example. 

o Security is NOT YET DEFINED how security is enforced. 
o A proposal for the required mechanisms, places to store public 

keys, etc., are in the current draft, not yet reviewed. 
o But, we need not only a definition of the mechanism, but a 

definition of how to use the mechanism for each UPAMD 
command. 

o Public and Private key storage needed.  Can use something like 
SSH.  Created as a key pair.  UPAMD will just define the storage 
mechanism for PKI now.  Will UPAMD define a role in how 
those keys are used?  If you pick one like SSH, you just define 
how they will talk, but not how to use that communication to 
implement a secure command transaction. 

 
To make changes in power being served or requested, you use the Power Available and 
Power Request messages.  True for any 2 directly attached devices. 
 
There is a set of functionality from a 3rd-party, we'll call the System Monitor, that can 
also make changes to power being served anywhere in the network.  How?  
Requires Security.  What else does it require?  Need to define a set of messages for 
specific functionality like remote shutdown.  ACTION: Develop a list of remote 
power functions and propose messages. 
 



VI.       New business? 
Paul observed that UPAMD includes an enormous amount of functionality in 
comparison to conventional, single-port, non-communicating power adapters and 
recommended that we break up the new functionality into chunks that can be 
incrementally included in the standard.  The idea is to quickly solve the most urgent 
need – a universal power adapter – while ensuring the standard can quickly evolve 
to include increasingly more desirable features not possible in conventional power 
adapters today. 
 

VII. Adjourn 
Motion to Adjourn - Edgar.  6:41pm Pacific. 

 


